
Enhance your Blackboard experience 
with Institutional Hierarchy & Course Terms 

This short guide will introduce you to Institutional Hierarchy and Course Terms features in Blackboard Learn that 
will enable enhanced reporting functionality for your institution following a simple configuration process and provides 
best practice guidance for how to set this up. 

Your system administrator and/or SIS administrator can configure Institutional Hierarchy in the same way that 
they currently create courses and users: 

Whilst this work is taking place, we also recommend associating courses to terms and populating term start and 
end dates and/or course start and end dates, to further support reporting in particular. 

Via an existing SIS framework integration (recommended) – taking approximately 2 days of effort and 
usually automatically updates once this is done. 

Institutional Hierarchy is a way of reflecting the structure of your organization within Blackboard Learn, associating 
users and courses to individual “nodes”, and enables delegated management in Learn and departmental reporting 
across the EdTech platform including Blackboard Data, Ally and Outcomes Assessment. Your hierarchy can have 
multiple levels and branches to reflect the different parallel structures within your organization, such as departments, 
programs and campuses, which provides flexibility in how you populate and use this functionality. 
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Via flat-file upload – taking similar effort but requiring periodic updates. 

Via the Blackboard Learn administrator interface – effort depends upon the number of courses, users and 
nodes, and would require periodic updates. 

Figure 1 - Institutional 
Hierarchy example.

You can configure Institutional Hierarchy in the most appropriate way for your organization, but there are certain 
best practices to help you hit the ground running and avoid having to make changes later. Here are some simple 
recommendations, in priority order 

Best Practice Guidance 



Always include the term start and end dates when creating terms, even if you don’t plan to use these for course 
availability. They enable course grouping for students as well as enhanced reporting in Blackboard Data. 

For “Continuous” courses – those that have no intended start or end date and are typically self-paced, create 
one or more continuous terms to align to these. 

Some institutions use different terms for different delivery modes so that, for instance, all distance learning 
courses in an academic term can be grouped together. 

Figure 2 - Course
Association Example
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Courses should be associated to a hierarchy that reflects the academic structure of the institution, the middle 
branch in Figure 1, to enable reporting and management by business unit. Start with this step if you’re completely 
new to Institutional Hierarchy. 

Administrators (managers) should be associated to appropriate nodes in all branches, even if they don’t 
usually access Blackboard Learn, to enable delegated management and access to reporting. 

Students should be associated to a hierarchy that reflects the program structure of the institution, the right-hand 
branch in Figure 1, to enable program-level reporting. 

Course Terms 
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Users and courses can be associated to multiple nodes at the same time and so should be associated to all relevant 
hierarchies, with the most relevant association being identified as the “primary” node. This will enable any systems 
that can only use a single association to pick the right one.

In the example below, the course CHM113 is taught within the Chemistry subject, in the Physical Science department 
which is in the College of Natural Science. It is taught in the programs Environmental Science BS and Forensic 
Science BS, and it is taught at City campus. This course should therefore have a primary association to the Chemistry 
subject and a non-primary association to Environmental Science BS, Forensic Science BS and City. It doesn’t need 
an association to the College of Natural Science as this relationship is derived from the parent-child relationship 
between the two nodes. 

Terms are a way of reflecting your institutional calendar within Blackboard Learn and can be used to enhance the 
student course list in Learn Ultra and enable advanced reporting within Blackboard Data. 

Like institutional hierarchy nodes, course terms can be created and courses associated via an existing SIS integration, 
via flat-file upload, or manually through the Learn interface. 

Course Terms have a flat structure in Learn, in that there is no “parent” term option to group terms inside an academic 
year. For this reason, we recommend that terms have a descriptive name including the academic year, e.g. “Spring 
2018” or “Spring 18/19”. Other best-practice recommendations: 

For more information on how 
to configure Institutional 
Hierarchy, please see 

http://bit.ly/bbhelp-hierarchy  

If a course’s intended duration differs greatly from to term dates, use course start and end dates as well. 

For more information on how to configure Course Terms, please see�����������������������������

http://bit.ly/bbhelp-hierarchy
http://bit.ly/bbhelp-terms



